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Safety Management System (SMS)

Purpose

The purpose of the Safety Management System (SMS) is to provide The Bay of Islands Yacht Club with a
framework for managing, measuring and improving our safety performance.

Scope

In scope of SMS

Nearly everything we do has some relation to safety. Therefore, the SMS covers all the on water
boating-related activities that are carried out within the Club operating areas and buildings by Club
members and those people under the control of the club.

● The main operating area is between Tapeka Point, Kent Passage, the Veronica Channel and the

Waitangi River.

● The buildings include the Clubhouse and associated sheds and green areas.

In addition, the SMS covers boating-related activities that are carried out away from the Club, bearing in
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mind that there could be some overlap or jurisdictional issues with other agencies and organisations.
Examples include:

● Transporting club equipment to regattas

● Operating Club vessels in other locations (where away regattas are held)

Out of scope of SMS

The SMS does not cover:

● activities conducted by groups that have hired the club facilities, particularly the Clubhouse.

● sailors that are out sailing when the Club is not operating and organised training or racing

sessions.

● sailors that have not signed on the water (using the allocated sign in system) as part of a Club

coaching session or regatta.

We recognise that members of the public use grounds surrounding the Club which is recognised as a public
park. The SMS does not cover these activities, however, we will take all reasonable and practicable steps to
ensure no foreseeable hazard could potentially injure someone.

When reasonably required The Bay of Islands Yacht Club should contact (as appropriate) The Northland
Regional Council or Far North District Council, Far North Holding Ltd and The Waitangi Trust about safety
issues around Club facilities.

Roles & Responsibilities

Commodore & General Committee

The Commodore is responsible for the SMS achieving its goal.

The Commodore (on behalf of the club) is committed to:

1. Ensuring that the importance of effective safety management, and of conforming to the SMS, is

communicated to members, visitors and other interested parties.

2. Providing the resources to establish, implement, maintain and continually improve the SMS.

3. Requiring and reviewing reports on safety performance when necessary.

4. Ensuring operations comply with health and safety legislation, and that the SMS achieves its

intended goals and objectives.
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Sailing Committee

The Sailing Committee is responsible for:

1. Coordinating the development and/or annual review of the SMS, in consultation with relevant

persons.

2. Ongoing monitoring of the status of action items identified in the SMS, particularly in the Hazard

Register.

3. Managing the Accident and Near Miss reporting process and taking responsibility to implement

necessary actions from this process.

4. Reporting to the Commodore and General Committee on the achievement of safety objectives.

5. Keeping the SMS up to date.

6. Ensuring relevant parts of SMS are communicated appropriately internally and externally.

Club members

All club members are responsible for identifying potential safety issues and reporting them to the Safety
Officer.

Process

Develop and annually review the SMS in consultation with relevant persons

The development and/or review of the SMS must be based on:

1. Analysis of relevant data relating to identified hazards, and reported incidents.

2. A consultation process with committee members, club members and other interested parties.

3. A review of the Club’s legal and other requirements.

Publish the SMS

Store for use at committee meetings and other occasions when safety is to be discussed. Print and display,
or otherwise disseminate, relevant safety information to members, visitors, public and other interested
parties.

All club members and visitors are required to comply with the requirements in the SMS.

Everyone is encouraged to contribute to the success of the Club and the continual improvement of the
SMS.
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BOIYC Activities

Purpose: The purpose of this document is to define the activities that fall into our Safety Management

System.

BOIYC Activities:

● Operation of a fleet of safety vessels (motorized)

● Operation of sailing dinghies

● Organisation and delivery of volunteer run sailing sessions

● Organisation and delivery of coached sailing sessions

● Organisation and delivery of a regattas
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BOIYC Safety Plan Implementation

& Communication

The BOIYC Health & Safety Plan is communicated to Club members in the following

ways:

1. Health & Safety documentation can be found on our Club website: boiyc.org.

2. In the Health & Safety folder - kept in the Clubrooms.

3. Documentation is kept in a Google Folder to be accessed by the General Committee and Sailing

Committee members, including the Safety Vessel Trainer, Club Captain and Boats Manager.

4. Elements of the Health & Safety Plan are discussed and reviewed by trainees in the Safety Vessel

Training Courses.

5. Health & Safety Messages are communicated via email and on the Club What’s Ap chat.

6. Health & Safety Documentation is communicated to coaches during their induction process.
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Operating Procedures

1. Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for Using Club Safety Vessels and Dinghies out of

sailing sessions:

Purpose: The purpose of this document is to ensure safety vessels and Club dinghy’s are only being used when

in a good condition, only being used in appropriate circumstances and by trained or experienced skippers and

sailors.

Procedure:

1. Call or txt Club Captain,   to check that  the boat is available. The Club Captain will confirm that the boat is:

a) operation and safe to be used  - no current maintenance issues that need to be considered,

b) available for use at the time requested,

c) the use of the Club boat  is appropriate in the weather conditions and meets Club criteria of hireage

(see these on website https://www.boiyc.org/boat-hire).

2. Pay for usage via the cash system in Club or online payment system via QR (in window of Club rooms)  code

or link; https://5kjianaf.paperform.co/

3. Complete boat log after use, clean (including engine) and return to the shed.
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2. Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for running a sailing session (volunteers only - no

coach):

Purpose: The purpose of this document is to ensure volunteer safety vessel skippers are well prepared to

run sailing sessions safely.

Procedure: 1. Check the weather forecast, if you have any doubts about the conditions, ring/talk to  the

Club Captain to talk through pros and cons and get a second opinion. ONLY go on the water if you are

confident with YOUR ability to cover safety in those specific conditions. If you are not confident, call the

Club Captain to call off the sessions, asap. The Club Captain reserves the right to veto any skipper that

he/she does not feel is confident or experienced enough to manage the safety of the session. All volunteer

safety skipper MUST have completed a Safety Vessel course and be signed off by the Club Safety Vessel

Trainer.

2. On arriving at the Club, launch the appropriate safety vessels. If you have too many sailors for the

amount of safety boats, then double up sailors to reduce the amount of boats on the water - or take some

sailors with you in the safety boat to take turns swapping in or out. A good guide is; 1-10 boats in light to

fair conditions, 1-6 boats in rougher conditions.

Remember pre-launch checks: do you have oars, bug in, radio and cell phone to take out on the water,

enough fuel and first aid kit. Are the communication protocols aboard? (White A4 sheet)

3. Set up your shore support: Turn on Club radio, ask someone to monitor this, ask for help at the ramp on

either end of the session, if need be. Ideally you should have two people in each safety boat - ask around

families for helpers to come on the water with you. Again, if you are not comfortable with the safety cover

for the session, you can call the session off. Take your cell phone with you on the water.

4. Sign on/sign off: Ensure your sailors have signed on and you know how many you are taking out on the

water. Run a briefing if you have a specific plan you wish to deliver (i.e sail to pontoon and back again).

During briefing, cover any necessary safety items (i.e tide on the ramp, marker poles or any unusual

conditions for the session). Sailors should only launch once the safety boat is on the water. The last safety

vessel only comes in once the last sailor has gone ashore.

5. Safety on the water: If there is more than one safety vessel do a radio check to ensure you are in

communication. Wear your kill cord at all times. Keep a constant head count on the water! Stay clear of

sailors as much as possible - only approach if need be. Remember to keep your propeller well clear of

dinghies and sailors in the water. Turn your engine off when sitting beside a sailors boat.

6. Towing: If you have to tow remember: Unclip the main sheet off the boom or take out the stopper

knot. Take out the centreboard and have the sailor steer the boat behind you. Most dinghies are best
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towed by a loop around the mast. In windy conditions or towing downwind it may pay to take sail out

completely or drop the mainsail.

7. Retrieving: Once your safety vessel is ashore, double check you have all your sailors ashore too. Take the

vessel and trailer up to be cleaned and returned to the shed. Fill out engine hours and any problems with

the chase boat. Lock shed. Have a look around dinghy park to ensure that no Club boats are left out and that

all Club gear is back in the appropriate place. S

8. Session Log: Complete the short session log on the back of the Sign in/out sheet. Note down the weather

forecast and complete the form.
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3. Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for running a coaching session (volunteer coaches

and paid coaches):

Purpose: The purpose of this document is to ensure all coaches (volunteer and paid) are operating

coaching sessions safely and in line with Club procedures.

Session preparation:

Ensure that you have organised sufficient coaching cover for your session. Check anticipated sailor

numbers with the Sailing Committee Secretary. For single handed sessions, once the numbers attending

reach 6+ you need to discuss adding in another Junior Coach to help cover safety. For double handed

sessions, once the boat number reaches 4 (8 sailors), contact the Club Captain to discuss more cover.  A

second coach is sourced and hired by the Club Captain/Sailing Committee.

1. Check the weather forecast, if you have any doubts about the conditions, ring the Club Captain to talk

through pros and cons and get a second opinion. ONLY go on the water if you are confident with YOUR

ability to cover safety in those specific conditions. If you are not confident, call the Club Captain to talk

through a bad weather plan or to call off the session. Alternatively run a dry land session.

2. On arriving at the Club, launch the appropriate safety boats. Coaches are expected to arrive half an hour

prior to the scheduled session time. Remember pre-launch checks: do you have oars, bug in, radio and

cell phone and VHF radio to take out on the water, enough fuel and first aid kit. Are the communication

protocols aboard? (White A4 sheet)

3. Set up your shore support: Turn on Club radio, ask someone to monitor this, ask for help at the ramp on

either end of the session, if need be.

4. Sign on/sign off: Ensure your sailors have signed on and you know how many you are taking out on
the water. Run a briefing if you have a specific plan you wish to deliver. During briefing, cover any
necessary safety items (i.e tide on the ramp, marker poles or any unusual conditions for the session).
Sailors should only launch once the safety boat is on the water. The last safety boat only comes in once
the last sailor has gone ashore.

During a Coaching Session:

1. Curriculum: Deliver the Yachting New Zealand curriculum to club sailors, which will include both on the

water and shore based theory, usually delivered in briefings or debriefings.

2. Equitable delivery of session: Attempt where possible to use your time equitably on the water to ensure

all sailors receive a fair share of coaching.
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3. Rigging: Help sailors to rig, if required (this may include helping to solve breakages and small rigging

problems).

4. Safety on the water: If there is more than one safety boat do a radio check to ensure you are in

communication. Wear your kill cord at all times. Keep a constant head count on the water! Stay clear of

sailors as much as possible - only approach if need be. Remember to keep your propeller well clear of boats

and sailors in the water. Turn your engine off when sitting beside a sailors boat.

5. Retrieving: Once your safety boat is ashore, check you have all your sailors ashore too. Take the boat and

trailer up to be cleaned and returned to the shed. Fill out engine hours and any problems with the chase

boat.

6. Communication: Communicate where and when needed with family members of any junior and youth

sailors. Encourage them to join Captain’s Ap.

7. Session Log: Complete the short session log on the back of the Sign in/out sheet. Note down the weather

forecast and complete the form.

8. Incident or Near Miss Report: Complete an incident/near miss report if necessary and communicate with

the Sailing Committee regarding its processing.

9. Finishing the Session: Coaches are expected to leave the Club and Club equipment in good order. This

includes;  Locking the  shed. Having a look around dinghy park and decks to ensure that no Club boats are

left out and that all Club gear is back in the appropriate place. If there are members still using the facilities,

ensure that responsibility for locking the Club is handed over to another Club member.

Managing Communication:

1. Communication: There may be times when you need to communicate directly with your sailors. Captains’

Ap is a good forum for quick and direct communication. The Sailing Committee Secretary can provide you

with sailors phone numbers.

2. Registration: Sailors register for sessions on the Club’s Friendly Manager system. Please encourage sailors

who need help to register to contact the Sailing Committee Secretary to complete their registration.

boiycsailingcommittee@gmail.com

3. Health & Safety: Club Coaches are required to familiarize themselves with all Health & Safety

documentation. This includes: RAMS and any relevant Standard Operating Procedures. This information can

be found in the Health & Safety folder on the sign in table and in the Sailing Programme Cupboard in a black

folder.
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4.Reporting: Club coaches are required to give a report monthly to the Sailing Committee. This can be done

verbally to the Club Captain, or in writing to the Sailing Committee Secretary.

5. Photos: Photos taken during a session for the purpose of feedback in debriefs, sent to family or for Club

promotional material should be used in a timely manner then deleted off your phone.

6. Child Protection Policy: Coaches need to familiarize themselves with the Club’s Child Protection Policy.
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4. Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for launching and retrieving Club vessels (safety

vessels and dinghies):

Purpose: The purpose of this document is to ensure that Club members and equipment is launched and

retrieved safely - no one is harmed and damage to equipment is avoided or reduced.

Procedure for Safety vessels off and on trailers:

1. Unlock the shed and disarm the alarm.

2. Turn the battery on in the safety vessels and lift the engines to avoid them dragging on the ground.

3. Pull the vessel out from the shed - ensure you have an appropriate number of people to do this safely,

depending on the size of the vessel.

4. Attach to towing vehicle. Ensure safety chains are used. LIFT JOCKEY WHEEL!

5. Before leaving the shed area remember pre-launch checks: do you have oars, bug in, radio and cell

phone and VHF radio to take out on the water, enough fuel and first aid kit. Are the communication

protocols aboard? (White A4 sheet).

6. The Club tractor is available for use for launching and retrieving, but can only be used by Club members

who have completed a Tractor Course run by the Slipway Master.

7. Choose the ramp you wish to use. Be aware of currents, slippery surfaces and any debris that may have

washed up on the ramp.

8. Reverse the vessel down the ramp, ensure there are no people in the way. ENGAGE HANDBRAKE on

the vehicle.

9. To begin launching the vessel; disconnect the safety chain, disengage the winch while still controlling

the winch handle (to ensure the winch handle does not auto-rotate and catch hands and fingers)

unhook the winch cable which is attached to the front of the boat.  Gently push the vessel off the

trailer till it is in deep enough water to be reversed by the skipper.

10. Skippers are required to wear a personal flotation device and kill cord while launching and retrieving

all vessels at BOIYC.

11. When retrieving a vessel back on to a trailer; reverse the trailer down the ramp. Ensure there are no

people in the way. ENGAGE HANDBRAKE on the vehicle. Help to guide the skipper of the safety vessel

to get the vessel on to the trailer or as close to the trailer as appropriate for the current and conditions

on the day. Remind the skipper to raise the engine.

12. Hook the cable onto the front of the vessel. Engage the safety catch (ratchet). Wind the handle to bring

the boat up the trailer till it is positioned snuggly into the v at the front of the trailer. Attached the

safety chain and shackle. Ensure the vessel is sitting securely on the trailer before towing back to the

shed.

13. Clean boat following Club protocol and store away in the shed, TURN OFF BATTERY and take bung out.

14. Record the hours of use on the sheet.

15. Tiller steer safety vessels are launched by hand but still need to follow points: 1,2,3, 5, 7, 10, 13 and 14.
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Procedure for launching dinghies:

1. Ensure the dinghy is rigged correctly and is in seaworthy condition.

2. Sign on the water using the sign on sheet.

3. Proceed with caution on the ramp as conditions and the surface of the ramp can change from day to

day and week to week. BOIYC recommend wearing sailing boots to avoid slipping on the ramp and

oyster cuts.

4. Before entering the water check the weather forecast and conditions on the ramp; what is the tide

doing, are there any debris coming down the river, how deep is the water, what is the wind direction,

how strong is the current and in what direction is it flowing? Adapt your launching to the current

conditions.

5. Use the green marks as a guide on your left to stay clear of rocks and check the boating channel for

boat traffic before entering.

6. When retrieving, stay to the left of the green marks. Ensure the ramp area is not too crowded before

entering the space.

RIB Launching Checklist
Bung in
Battery On, Run engine with Ear-muffs before taking to the beach
Enough fuel on board
VHF turned on and checked
All passengers have a PFD (Personal Flotation Device)
Check air pressure in RIB flotation tubes
Kill cord attached and worn at all times
Anchor, chain and rope on board
Confirm First Aid kit on board
Spare tow rope on board
Engine up until launched
Sign out RIB on AssetTiger

Retrieving Checklist
Engine Up for retrieval
Bung removed – boat drained
Boat and trailer washed
Engine flushed
Battery off
Incident reports completed
Office notified of any first aid used  & sign in rib, filling in any damage or repairs
Sign in RIB on AssetTiger, filling in any damage or repairs required
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5. Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for assessing sailing sessions & racing conditions

Purpose: The purpose of this document is to explain how sailing conditions are assessed in order to ensure

that the risk to sailors and their equipment is eliminated / minimized.

Procedure for assessing sailing sessions (volunteer safety vessel skippers or coaches):

This process is undertaken in tandem  by the volunteer safety vessel skipper or coach and the Club Captain.

1. Check the weather forecast for a few days running up to the planned session.

2. Check the forecast on the day before the sailing session.

3. If the weather is looking unfavorable then the volunteer skipper/coach will communicate with

the Club Captain to discuss pros and cons of weather and sea conditions. Continue to track

weather. Communicate with sailors regarding the potential impact of weather on the session.

4. On the day of the sailing session the volunteer/coach will talk with the Club Captain again and

plan accordingly for the weather. The plan may include; reducing boats on the water, reducing

sailors on the water (at any one time), increasing the amount of safety cover on the water

during the session, doing a dry land session, postponing or canceling.

5. There are many factors which influence whether a sailing session will run:

- The kind of sailing activity; racing, destination sail, sail in the inner Bay etc,

- Competence and experience of the sailors attending the session,

- Competence and experience of the volunteers/coach running  the session,

- Sea state, flood coming out of the river, debris coming out of the river

- Numbers of sailors expected at the session

- Whether there are any other activities on the water at the same time, such as waka ama

boats or cruise ship tenders.

6. If the conditions have been deemed unsuitable then the session should be postponed or

canceled at the earliest possible time using the Club What’s Ap chat and email.

Procedure for assessing racing conditions for regattas:

1. The Organising Authority of the regatta (BOIYC) will monitor the conditions in the days running

up to the regatta  to make sure that the weather will be suitable for the fleet/s racing.

2. Factors which may cause the Organising Authority to postpone or cancel include: Too much

wind, too little wind, rough sea state, flooding, sea debris, other activities happening on the

water, not being able to secure enough safety vessel cover.

3. Once the regatta is underway the decision to cancel or postpone falls to the Race Officer. Each

fleet / regatta has a set of Sailing Instructions which indicate the  maximum wind conditions

that is considered safe for the class/es to race in over the period of the regatta, for example; if

the wind gusts over 25 knots for more than five minutes the racing will be called off.
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4. When considering postponing or calling off racing  the final call is made by the Race Officer -

however this is in consultation with the  Members of the Organising Authority (BOIYC) who may

have better knowledge of local conditions.

5. Factors which are considered when postponing or calling off racing:

- The kind of racing activity; course racing, or destination racing,

- Location of racing,

- Competence and experience of the sailors,

- Competence and experience of the safety vessel crews, including the number and type

of safety vessels.

- Numbers of sailors racing.
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Accident, Incident  & Near Miss Incident Reporting

Purpose: The purpose of this document is to show the process by which accidents, incidents and near miss

events are dealt with at BOIYC.
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Accident, Incident & Near Miss Procedure

Purpose

The purpose of the incidents document is to ensure incidents are managed appropriately, conform to

legislative and other obligations, and inform improvements to the Safety Management Systems.

Definitions

Incident: (as per Part 1, 2 Interpretation  of the Maritime Transport Act 1994) means any occurrence, other than an accident, that is associated
with the operation of a ship and affects or could affect the safety of operation.

Accident: (as per Part 1, 2 Interpretation  of the Maritime Transport Act 1994) means an occurrence that involves a ship and in which—
(a) a person is seriously harmed as a result of—

(i) being on the ship; or

(ii) direct contact with any part of the ship, including any part that has become detached from the ship; or

(iii) direct exposure to the wash of the ship or interaction (other than direct contact) between 2 ships; or

(iv)being involved in the salvage of any ship—

except where the injuries are self-inflicted or inflicted by other persons, or when injuries are to stowaways hiding outside the areas normally
available to passengers and crew; or

(b) the ship sustains damage or structural failure that—

(i) adversely affects the structural strength, performance, or seaworthiness of the ship; or

(ii) would normally require major repair or replacement of the affected component; or

(iii) poses a threat to the safety of people on board the ship; or
© there is a complete or partial failure of machinery or equipment that affects the seaworthiness of the ship; or
(d) there is a loss of, or damage to, or movement of, or change in the state of, the cargo of the ship which poses a risk to the ship or other ships;
or
(e) there is a significant loss of, or significant damage to, property (not being the cargo carried by the ship) or the property of any person
(whether or not on board the ship), whether or not the loss or damage arises from an interaction between 2 ships; or
(f) there is a loss or escape of any substance or thing that—

(i) may result, or has resulted, in serious harm to any person; or

(ii) may pose a risk, or has resulted in damage, to the ship or other ships; or

(iii) may pose a risk, or has resulted in damage, to any property (whether or not on board the ship); or
(g) a person is lost at sea (whether or not subsequently found) or is missing; or
(h) the ship is foundering, capsizing, being abandoned, stranding, missing, or has foundered, capsized, been abandoned, stranded, been in a
collision, or has had a major fire on board

Near Miss: Near misses, or close calls, are events that didn't harm anyone, but could have. They are not accidents, but they could have been

accidents if the circumstances had been slightly different.

To clarify further . . .

A near miss is an unintentional incident that could have resulted in damage, injury, or death but was narrowly

avoided. An incident, on the other hand, is any unintended event that could lead to or has led to damage,

injury, or death. It includes both near misses and accidents.
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Scope

This procedure applies to all incidents arising from our activities under the control of the Sailing Committee at

the Bay of Islands Yacht Club.

The focus is on harm to people, not damage or loss of property.

Responsibilities

All club members are responsible for responding to incidents that are within their competence, and then

communicating the details of the incident to either the Club Captain, the Race Officer (in a regatta situation) or

the Sailing Committee and General Committee:

Club Captain: xxxxxxxxxxx

Sailing Committee: boiycsailingcommittee@gmail.com

Trained Club members are responsible for responding to on-water and off-water incidents.

The Club Captain is responsible for overseeing the incident management process and reporting to the

Committee.

The Committee is responsible for reviewing and analyzing incidents to determine trends and any corrective

actions needed.
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Accident, Incident & Near Miss Reporting Process

1. Incidents must be reported to the Club Captain, or another Committee member, as soon

as possible after the situation is made safe.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ViDxRfpngpdI0p8vJFIAeH8yAOMR-S_1pr2wvvsLOq8/edit

2. A ‘notifiable event’ must be reported to Maritime NZ through a two-step process:

a. Verbally as soon as possible to either landline 0508 222 433  or on VHF Ch.16

b. Online using the form on Maritime NZ website. https://services.maritimenz.govt.nz/incident/

3. Incidents, such as collisions resulting in damage to navigational aids, must be reported

to the local harbourmaster.

4. Incidents must be recorded on SMS F1 Incident Report (unless already done so on

Maritime NZ form).

5. Incident records will be stored by the Sailing Committee in secure storage (file & Google

documents).

6. Incidents will be reviewed (a special Sailing Committee meeting can be called or the incident reviewed

in the monthly Sailing Committee meeting) to determine causes and any corrective actions needed - if

changes are warranted they will be made to the Safety Management System, communicated to relevant

persons and put into action by taking practical steps.

7. Incidents are referred to the General Committee to be reviewed and ensure that protocols and systems have

been robust. The General Committee can request the Sailing Committee, or  undertake more investigation if

deemed necessary.

8. The annual SMS review will take into account the incident and amend the Risk Register & Management

Plan if need be.
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Risk Register & Management Plan

Follow link to this document:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-M3Li9ipya_7pbDcIaxsD

L3uyN7_d9CJRrGbMHHui5M/edit
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Emergency Procedure – General & Medical

Take Control

· Assess the situation and communicate

· Ensure safety of responders

· Prioritise actions

· Delegate roles

Take Action

· Remove person(s) from life-threatening environment

Treat

· Treat person(s) for injuries

Communicate

· Notify clubhouse and/or other support vessels

▪ Person In charge to contact emergency services
▪ Person In charge to contact Commodore
▪ Commodore (or someone so delegated) to initiate crisis plan - contact relatives, next of

kin etc, and media spokesperson (Commodore unless delegated)

Evacuate

· Package and transport person(s)

Stabilise

· Look after others involved in the emergency situation

· Debrief the situation with relevant persons

· Report and record
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Missing Sailor

A boat is found with no sailor present . . .
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Man Overboard Procedure

Man Overboard from a Safety Vessel or Regatta Vessel

1. The skipper needs to steadily but positively reduce speed in a straight line.
Avoid rapid or high-speed turns back towards the casualty as that risks more
people going overboard.

2. At the same time, shout ‘Man overboard!’ and get one person to point at the
casualty. They should not stop pointing until the boat is alongside

3. There are two recommended methods for retrieval depending on the
conditions. The  skipper needs to ascertain  what the wind direction is and
choose the best method.

Method 1 – into the wind

● Position your vessel about six boat lengths downwind and stop. Alternate
between forward gear and neutral to progress slowly at minimum speed
towards the casualty.

● One side of the boat may be preferable for the approach due to more space
or a better view.

● With a slow approach, using reverse to reduce speed should never be
necessary.

● At point of contact, neutral and engine off.

This method of approach suits craft with good access to the bow area. In rougher
conditions the rise and fall of the bow can be dangerous and intimidating for the
person in the water. A  throw line should be available to increase ‘reach’ from the
craft.

Method 2 – side on, drift down

● This method relies on the skipper positioning the craft
two boat lengths directly upwind of the casualty and on
keeping the craft at right angles to the wind.

● From this position the craft is then blown towards the
casualty – forward and reverse may be necessary to
ensure that the craft maintains the correct position. Again
upon contact, neutral and engine off.

This method works for all powered craft and especially suits those
where bow access is limited and gives a far larger target area, and is
less intimidating for the person in the water.
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Methods for bringing a person aboard

● Using the casualties lifejacket, pull them in, warn them and then push downwards, this makes them
bob back up like a cork, much higher in the water, it’s now easier to pull them in

● A line with a loop in hung over the side really helps as step up
● Turn the outboard into a lift. Turn the engine off, then get them to make their way to the stern, now get

them to stand on the Anti Cavitation plate and hold the engine, now press ‘up’ on the trim button. This
will tip the engine up bringing your person with it. On many craft you can now step into the transom
area.
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Mechanical Failure

● Before leaving shore check you have two forms of operational communication; usually VHF & cell

phone.

● Turn on Club radio and do a boat to boat, or boat to shore, radio check before leaving shore.

● Organize shore support (if appropriate) or tell someone where and what your on water plan is.

● If supporting Sailors; Check, have all sailors signed on?  Confirm how many you are taking on the

water.

Break Down on the Water - if no immediate danger:

1. Call Club member/s for mechanical support

Boats Manager 028 414 8171

Club Captain 021 1058161

Commodore  020 4142 4437

2. Call Club channel 17 at the Club or other Club vessel/cell phone ashore for support.

3. Call channel 63 (Russell Radio) - for local help by boats close by.

Emergency on the Water:

1. Call club channel 17 at the Club or other Club vessel/cell phone ashore for support

2. Call channel 63 (Russell Radio) - for local help by boats close by.

3. Call channel 16 in a serious emergency when you have not managed to raise help another way.

Mayday Procedure:

The distress call Mayday may be used only if the boat is threatened by grave and imminent danger

– for example, sinking or on fire – and immediate assistance is required. A three minute silence is

required of all others users of the channel when a mayday call has gone out.

“Mayday, Mayday, Mayday”

“This is [vessel name and/or call sign if you have one]” (spoken three times)

“Mayday [vessel name and/or call sign if you have one]”

“My position is ... [Details of the ship’s position]”

“My vessel is ... [Nature of distress and assistance required is identified]”

“I have ... [Other information including number of persons on board]”
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Pan Pan Procedure:

This  urgency call  should be used when the distress call cannot be justified, but there is an urgent

message to transmit concerning the safety of the vessel or the safety of a person (for example,

mechanical breakdown, medical emergency or a man overboard).

“PanPan, Pan Pan, PanPan”

“Hello all stations, Hello all stations, Hello all stations”

“This is [vessel name and/or call sign if you have one]” (spoken three times)

“My position is ... [Details of the vessel’s position]”

“I require... [Details of assistance required and other information]”

Urgency calls can be made on a distress frequency or any other frequency which may attract attention.
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Vessel Equipment Requirements

The following items are the minimum required items to be on board a club rescue boat:

• Lifejackets, one for every person on board (can be worn by crew)

• Two forms of communication

o VHF radio

o Mobile phone

• Knife

• Towing line

• Bailer

• Anchor

• Alternative means of propulsion (i.e. oars)

• Basic First Aid Kit containing the following:
o Hypothermia blanket
o Scissors
o Strapping tape
o Band aid dressings
o Sunscreen
o Bandages
o Sterile gauze pad
o Cleaning solution
o Latex gloves

Other recommended items include:

• Bowline (of length so not able to reach the propeller)

• Spare Line

• Shackle Key

• Spare engine kill cord

Items are replaced after use and a full audit done yearly at the annual Spring working bee.
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